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Geology is a branch of earth science which requisites extensive field work in order to understand nature 

from a geologist point of view. Fieldwork is an integral part of study of geology and to be very precise,a 

classroom study is augmented with fieldwork to garner pervasive knowledge of the subject.  Year wise 

objectivity of fieldwork gets changed. In our first year curriculum students are introduced with different 

rock types made up of different array of minerals along with their paragenesis. They learn to locate the 

outcrop in the map and asses its mapability with reference to its dimension. In the following year students 

are oriented to recognize the relation between the country rock and other associated rocks along with their 

mode of occurrence. They also learn to interpret the sequence of formation, other dimension like fossil 

content are also incorporated. In the final year students are supposed to learn mapping on a regional scale. 

In order to do so they learn to delineate and demarcate different litho-units along with their structural 

aspect. A subject’s knowledge dome stands void if it lacks applicability. Since geologist are supposed to 

explore mineral and fossil fuel resources, students of the department as part of their curriculum are 

exposed to exploration site (drilling, logging), mining site (excavation) and also plant site, which makes 

them holistically accomplished keeping aside its qualitative aspect. It is worthy to mention here that these 

extensive field works has already been included in the syllabus prior to and also after the recent CBCS 

syllabus system. Apart from mandatory field work viz. SEC-I (Field Geology I) and SEC-II (Field 

Geology II) of Semester – III and Semester – IV respectively, the geology department organizes 

different other field work (Economic Geology, CC-12 for Semester – V) for the betterment of the 

students.  

Every year for the purpose and the aforesaid objectivity of the field work for the students 

belonging to 1
st
 year, the fieldwork is carried out in and around Purulia in different location for 

sake of meeting the goals.  
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GondowanaPlant fossil (Schizoneura)apophysis 

 

Brunton compass                    Listosauras fossil (signature of 6 croreyr back as   

preserved in Dumdumi village, Damodar valley) 

 

 

 

 



Generally students belonging to 2
nd 

& 3
rd 

year are together taken outside for residential base 

camp from where regional field work is carried out. For this purpose students of the dept. are 

taken to different locales of India in every year. For example they were taken to Rajasthan 

(Bhilwara,Bewar), Maharastra (Ramtek), Himachal Pradesh (Shimla), Jharkhand (Ghatsila), also 

in parts of West Bengal (Saltora, Biharinath, Bankura district) etc. there are provision for new 

site selection to be visited in coming years. 

 

 

For the students of geology it’s not only expedition but also interpretation  

 

Mega cryst of plagioclase feldspar in mafic granulite                                                                    Crenulation in Micaschist 

Garnet rim formed due to reaction  

 

 



The exploration: 

 

 

 

 

The saga continues….. 


